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Chapter 1471-Are you Dr. Swift? 

 

Now, Margot is seriously ill, but she is so indifferent. 

 

Most people will think she is ruthless. 

 

Although, she doesn’t care what others think of her. 

 

“You are not ruthless, you just treat others the way they treat you.” 

 

Sheehan massaged her for a while and held her hand. “Nikita, I dare not say that I know you very well, 

but I still know 

 

what kind of person you are. 

 

If others treat you well, you will pay back more. You have never been a ruthless person. You have 

disengaged from the 

 

Swift family. They are dispensable people to you. If you don’t want to see them, you don’t have to go.” 

 

“I don’t want to go.” Nikita frowned, “Forget it, after this time, we will be strangers.” 

 

She can only endure it. 

 

“Do what you want, and I support you.” Sheehan’s voice was gentle, and his eyes was doting. 

 

N City. 

 



“Mr. Lambert, Miss… Mrs. Lambert.” 

 

Seriously received a notice in advance and came to the airport to pick them up. Seeing Sheehan and 

Nikita coming out of 

 

the VIP passage, he immediately stepped forward to help them carry the luggage. 

 

Hearing his title of “Mrs. Lambert”, Nikita just finished replying a message. She looked up at Vernon. 

 

Vernon thought she had something to do, and then said, “Does Mrs. Lambert have any orders?” 

 

Nikita: “…” 

 

Why did she feel “Mrs. Lambert” so awkward? 

 

“Just call me like before.” She said to Vernon. 

 

Vernon stunned: “Before?” 

 

He used to call Nikita Miss Swift. But now, Nikita and Mr. Lambert got a marriage certificate in Y country, 

and they are a 

 

couple. It seems a little inappropriate to call her like before. 

 

“Well, call me like before. It’s a bit strange to call me like that just now.” 

 

Solemn looked at Sheehan with hesitation. 

 

Sheehan nodded: “Do as Miss Swift said.” 



 

After that, Vernon changed his title to the former “Miss Swift’. 

 

After picking them up, he drove directly to the hospital according to Nikita’s request. 

 

They arrived at the hospital. 

 

Nikita took her backpack and carried it in her hand. She turned to look at Sheehan. After thinking about 

it, she said, “You 

 

don’t have to accompany me, go back first. I will meet them alone.” 

 

She disliked the Swift family. 

 

She didn’t want to see them at all, so she didn’t want to take Sheehan to meet them. 

 

“Well, when you’re over, I’ll pick you up?” Sheehan probably guessed her mind and didn’t say much 

about it. 

 

“You don’t have to worry about me, do what you should do, and I will take a taxi wherever I want to go.” 

 

“Don’t you really need me to pick you up?” 

 

Nikita shook her head: “You are tired, too. Go back and have a good rest. After I deal with the thing in 

the hospital, I have 

 

some other things. I will go back to you when I am free.” 

 

Sheehan didn’t insist any more and nodded: “OK, call me if you have anything.” 

 



Nikita told Nikita which ward was before. After entering the hospital, Nikita went directly to the No.3 

inpatient department. 

 

When she was walking, a hesitant voice came from behind: “Are you Dr. Swift?” 

 

Nikita stopped. 

 

The person behind her strode to her. After seeing the person clearly, he immediately put on a warm 

smile on his face: “It’s 

 

really you. I just found your back was familiar, but I’m not sure.” 

 

The person who stopped her was Director Frank. 

Chapter 1472-She’s dying. 

 

After confirming Nikita’s identity, Director Frank became more enthusiastic and his smile became 

brighter. 

 

“Dr. Swift, long time no see. It’s a coincidence that I happened to encounter a medical problem these 

days, and I was 

 

puzzled. I was thinking of calling you for advice. Unexpectedly, I met you here today.” 

 

Although in terms of age, Director Frank can be Nikita’s grandfather, but his attitude towards Nikita is 

very polite. 

 

It’s as polite as a student seeing his teacher. 

 

“I came to the hospital to do something. Let’s talk about your problem when I finish it.” Nikita said 

concisely. 

 



Director Frank suddenly thought of Margot, who was sent to hospital urgently yesterday, and guessed 

the reason why 

 

Nikita would appear in the hospital. 

 

“Is Miss Swift here to treat Ms. Donald?” Director Frank tentatively asked. 

 

Nikita didn’t speak, but didn’t deny it. 

 

Director Frank thought about it and then said, “I have already treated Ms. Donald. I am afraid that she 

won’t live much 

 

longer.” 

 

But he was also very clear about how powerful Nikita’s medical skills were. 

 

If she treated a patient who had incurable disease, there may be a slim chance of survival. 

 

At the beginning, the success rate of heart surgery in Malcom was also so low that no doctor in all 

hospitals in N City 

 

dared to do this operation. 

 

But Nikita not only took the operation, but also made it very successful. 

 

In their eyes, this is already a very incredible thing. 

 

“Of course she won’t live much longer, otherwise…” Nikita paused, thought for a while, then she didn’t 

continue anymore. 

 



Otherwise, Margot wouldn’t have begged her. 

 

“But Dr. Swift’s medical skills are excellent, so there must be other ways? In your opinion, is it necessary 

for Ms. Donald to 

 

continue treatment?” 

 

He had treated Margot. Even she used the best and most advanced medicine in the world, which could 

delay her life by 

 

two or three months at most. 

 

Moreover, those drugs have great side effects, which are bigger than those of radiotherapy and 

chemotherapy. For 

 

patients, even if they can delay their life by two or three months, they are extremely painful to live. 

 

They don’t admire this kind of treatment that makes patients suffer extremely. 

 

Therefore, his advice to Margot is not to continue treatment, go home to eat and drink well, and try to 

make herself happy 

 

in the last few days. 

 

But as for such a suggestion, whether Margot, Patrick and Nathan are unacceptable. 

 

“Whether it is necessary to continue treatment will be known after I diagnose her.’ Nikita said calmly, “I 

treat her before, 

 

and I think it can be cured. But I dont know what is her situation now.” 



 

Director Frank paused, showing a very surprised look on his face. 

 

Nikita actually think Margot’s disease can be cured. 

 

They all think there is no cure for a terminal disease, but she actually says it can be cured? 

 

If someone else says so, Director Frank will definitely think that the other party is a charlatan, but it’s 

Nikita who said so. 

 

After Director Frank was surprised, his eyes turned, and he had an idea in his heart. 

 

He really wanted to see how Nikita will treat Margot! 

 

He thought for a moment, made an excuse and said, “Is Dr. Swift going to see Ms. Donald now? You 

certainly don’t know 

 

which inpatient department and ward Ms. Donald is in, let me take you there” 

 

Before Nikita opened her mouth, Director Frank made a gesture of “please”, and went to the front 

enthusiastically and 

 

actively to take the way. 

 

Nikita: “…” 

Chapter 1473-Nikita, here you are. 

 

She wanted to say that she knew where the ward was and how to get there. 

 

However, looking at Director Frank’s enthusiastic appearance, she couldn’t refuse. 



 

Nikita did not say anything, allowing Director Frank to take her to the ward. 

 

Nikita didn’t talk to the Swift family in advance that she came to the hospital. 

 

Therefore, when she met Nathan, who had just returned from dining hall at the corner of the corridor 

on the third floor, 

 

Nathan thought he was dazzled at first. He stared at her for a while, only to show surprise and a little joy 

on his face. 

 

“Nikita, you are here.” Nathan stepped forward. There were joy and complex emotions in his eyes. It 

seemed that he was 

 

very happy to see Nikita, but this happiness is mixed with some inexplicable sadness. 

 

Compared with his complicated and tangled mood, Nikita is particularly indifferent. Her eyes at Nathan 

are like looking at 

 

an irrelevant stranger, indifferent and alienated. 

 

She indifferently said “Hum”, then didn’t say anything, walked directly past Nathan. 

 

Director Frank looked at the interaction between the two and noticed that the atmosphere was wrong. 

In order to ease the 

 

atmosphere, he took the initiative to ask about Margot: “Boy, hasn’t your mother woken up yet?” 

 

Margot has been asleep for several days. 

 



Although there is no danger to life for the time being, it is also very dangerous to sleep for a long time. 

 

It is possible that people will die when sleeping. 

 

Their hospital also treated Margot. But Margot still did not wake up after they used all kinds of method. 
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They can only wait for Margot to wake up. 

 

Nathan looked at Nikita many times, who was walking in front. The sadness in his eyes was more 

obvious. He nodded 

 

with a lonely expression on his face. 

 

“Boy, you don’t have to worry too much. There is Dr. Swift treating your mother, and she must wake up 

soon.” 

 

Director Frank comforted him politely and followed Nikita into the ward. 

 

Nikita stood outside. 

Chapter 1474-You can tell them my name. 

 



Nikita only glanced at him faintly: “Since I treated her, you should follow my way. If you feel that you 

can’t accept it, you 

 

can ask someone else to treat her.” 

 

Patrick was more angry when she retorted him. He wanted to get angry and tried his best to endure it: 

“Well, you can treat 

 

her in your way, but you have to tell me why you want us to go out. Can’t you let us see your 

treatment?” 

 

Nikita looked up and gave Patrick a cold look: “I need to take off her coat to give her acupuncture. Don’t 

you think you 

 

need to go out?” 

 

Patrick was stunned, and then he sipped his lips. After a few seconds, he muttered like making an 

excuse: “Why didn’t 

 

you say it earlier?” 

 

“Dad, let’s go out.” Nathan pulled Patrick. “Nikita will handle everything. We will just wait outside.” 

 

Director Frank was speechless at the moment. 

 

He found an excuse to follow Nikita to come over, is to learn how Nikita treats Margot. 

 

He can’t see anything. 

 

After Patrick, Nathan and Director Frank left the ward, Nikita took off Margot’s coat and stuck gold 

needles in her chest, 



 

abdomen and waist. 

 

Margot’s condition did deteriorate. 

 

But this is also expected by Nikita. 

 

The middle and late stages of cancer have developed rapidly, and Margot’s cancer is the most difficult 

one to treat and the 

 

fastest worsening one. 

 

Margot’s illness can’t be cured by others, and she can’t cure it either. 

 

However, in her case, it doesn’t mean that she can’t treat her at all, but that she can’t heal. 

 

Even immortals can’t make patients with advanced cancer recover like normal people. 

 

So is she. 

 

She is not a god, she is just an ordinary person. 

 

She can’t make Margot recover, but it’s no problem to make Margot live for a few more years. 

 

For a person whose original life is only half a year, or at most one year, itis already a gift from God to live 

for five or ten 

 

years. 

 



In an hour. 

 

The door of the ward opened, and Nikita came out with a black backpack. Her face was red. 

 

She wiped the sweat from her face as she walked. 

 

It took a lot of physical strength to give Margot an acupuncture. 

 

Nathan saw Nikita come out and immediately walked towards her. 

 

When he about to ask about Margot, he saw Nikita sweating all over his face. He sipped his lips: “You 

are so hard, Nikita, 

 

thank you.” 

 

“Take medicine according to this prescription, and take medicine once every morning and evening. 

Many medicines in my 

 

prescription are not available in other pharmacies. Go to Euston Pharmacy to get medicine. People there 

will not receive 

 

customers who do not have an appointment. You can report my name when taking medicine.” 

 

Behind her, Patrick and Director Frank listened to Nikita mention Euston Pharmacy, and both of them 

showed some 

 

surprise. 

 

Euston Pharmacy is not an ordinary drugstore. 

 



It’s a very mysterious and large-scale drugstore. 

 

All over the country, there are branches. 

 

Nikita is right. Although Euston Pharmacy is a drugstore, it is not an affordable drugstore for ordinary 

people. People who 

 

go there to take medicine are lined up all the year round. 

 

Some people need to wait a whole year to get medicine. 

 

Because the medicines in Euston Pharmacy are all rare herbs. 

 

Many medicinal materials are not available in other places except Euston Pharmacy. 

 

But now, Nikita asked them to take the prescription to get the medicine directly. 

 

The relationship between Nikita and Euston Pharmacy.. 

 

Chapter 1475-Nikita will never come back. 

 

Although Patrick knew that Nikita was not what she used to be, he was still surprised. 

 

Because he found that Nikita had more and more hidden identities. 

 

This daughter, who they thought was ignorant, promising and useless at the beginning, was rejected by 

them, but now she 

 

proves they are wrong. 



 

If they had known she was so excellent… 

 

Unfortunately, they couldn’t change anything had happened. 

 

So what if they regret it? 

 

Nikita will not give them another chance. 

 

“OK, I see.” Nathan took the prescription from Nikita, thought about it, and still asked Margot’s current 

situation, “Nikita, 

 

mother…” 

 

“If she insists on taking medicine for half a year, and if there is no accident, it is no problem for her to 

live for another five 

 

years.” 

 

When hearing it, Nathan was relieved, the whole person seems to relax a lot. 

 

They didn’t expect Nikita to completely cure Margot’s disease. 

 

With all the doctors announcing that Margot can live for a few months at most, Nikita can delay her life 

for another five 

 

years, which is already very good news. 

 

“Nikita, thanks to you. This time, you have helped us a lot. If you need anything from us, just tell us.” 

 



Nikita knew that his words were meaningless. 

 

Nikita didn’t need their help at all. 

 

Now Nikita has reached a height that they can’t reach. 

 

Besides… 

 

With his understanding of Nikita, even if they can really help, Nikita certainly won’t ask them for help. 

 

She is such a proud person. 

 

Nikita looked at him indifferently, and her tone is also very indifferent: “I have finished the thing I 

promised Old Mrs. 

 

Garrett. I gave you the prescription, so I should not have any intersection with you in the future.” 

 

“If there is anything related to the Swift family in the future, don’t ask me for help.” 

 

After saying so, Nikita didn’t go to see what kind of expression Nathan and Patrick had on their faces, 

and turned and left 

 

directly. 

 

Behind her. 

 

Nathan looked at her leaving figure, feeling his heart was painful, as if it were stabbed by something. 

 

He knew that Nikita would never see them again. 



 

His sister is really never coming back. 

 

But who is to blame? 

 

Today’s situation is all caused by themselves. 

 

After leaving the hospital, Nikita visited Malcom, who had been vacationing in N City. 

 

Malcom lives in a famous scenic spot in N City, where there is a special place for vacation. 

 

When Nikita arrived, she just called Malcom. She waited outside the gate for a short time, then she saw 

Lauren coming 

 

out with holding Malcom. 

 

The couple came out to pick her up in person. 

 

Only Nikita can enjoy this kind of treatment. 

 

“Niky, why don’t you tell us in advance that you’re coming here?” 

 

Lauren’s words seem to complain her, but her face is full of smiles. Malcom beside her also has a rare 

smile on his face. 

 

Obviously, they are both in a good mood when they see her. 

 

Malcom also said with a smile: “Why do you have time to come to see me?” 

 



“How have you been? Have you ever felt uncomfortable in your heart?” Nikita came here for Malcorm’s 

illness his time. 

 

Although the previous operation was very successful, Malcom’s illness is at risk of recurrence. 

 

Malcom reached out and touched his chest: “I didnt feel uncomfortable recently.” 

 

The best game out there is waiting for you! 

 

“Niky, is there something wrong about Malcom’s heart? Are you here because of this?” Lauren asked in 

a worried tone. 

Chapter 1476-Even I have no such treatment. 

 

After all, Nikita rarely visited them. When she came to them this time, she asked about Malcom’s heart. 

 

Lauren worried about his heart. 

 

Seeing her serious look, Nikita was afraid that she would worry, so Nikita said immediately, “Auntie, 

don’t worry. There is 

 

nothing serious on Uncle’s heart. It’s just been a period since the last operation. I think it’s safer to 

review him.” 

 

Hearing her words, Lauren was relieved. 

 

With a smile on her face again, she let go of Malcom and stepped forward to hold Nikita’s arm. “With 

you to recuperate his 

 

body, we’re relieved. Let’s come in. I’ve made some cupcakes. When I just took them out from the oven. 

Malcom said 

 



you’re coming.” 

 

“Those cakes are what you like. Let’s try them and see if my cooking skills have regressed.” 

 

In the villa. 

 

Malcom was ready to stay here to nurse his illness, so before they moved in, they redecorated this villa. 

 

The house was simply furnished by the Chinese style, which looked quite antique. 

 

After Lauren asked Nikita to sit down, she went to bring out the cakes in the kitchen. 

 

“These are cakes made by red and green beans. Come on, they’re still warm. Have a taste.’ Lauren put 

all the cakes on 

 

the side where Nikita sat, warmly greeting her to taste. 

 

Nikita had some mung bean cake and nodded under Lauren’s expectant eyes. “Fantastic, same delicious 

as before.” 

 

Before, every time she went to Malcom’s home, Lauren would make such cakes for her. 

 

The best game out there is waiting for you! 

 

Nikita was picky. Actually, the cakes cooked by Lauren were not very delicious, but they were special for 

her respected 

 

elder made them. 

 

“Then have more. If you like them, I will make more. You can take some back.’ Lauren said with a smile. 



 

Nikita took another bite. “These are enough. Don’t bother to make more.” 

 

“It’s not troublesome.’ Lauren looked at her amicably. “As long as you like, it’s not troublesome.” 

 

“Your auntie is nicer to you than me.” Malcom remarked aside, “I don’t have such treatment.” 

 

“If I want to eat something, she will consider her emotions. If she doesn’t want to do, she’ll refuse to do 

and ask me to 

 

have meals in the eatery.” 

 

“But if you want food or something else, she’ll take the trouble to meet your need.” 

Chapter 1477-Can’t I come to you if I want? 

 

Malcom was something like jealous. 

 

However, he did not exaggerate the fact. 

 

He was even jealous of Lauren’s attitude towards Nikita. 

 

Mainly because they wanted to have a daughter, especially Lauren who, however, can not get pregnant 

again because of 

 

physical conditions. 

 

This wish has been their long regret. 

 

When Nikita went to their house for the first time, Lauren liked her very much, holding her hand and 

eyeing her Nikita’s 



 

temper and disposition were not agreeable at that time, but her appearance was doted on by Lauren. 

 

In other words, it was the face of Lauren’s ideal daughter. 

 

Besides, Nikita saved Malcom’s life. Lauren liked Nikita more. 

 

“It’s rare for Niky to visit us. Don’t be jealous of her. Well, have a good talk. I’ll cook in the kitchen.” 

 

As Lauren stood up and walked towards the kitchen, she said to Nikita, “Niky, let’s have dinner 

together.” 

 

“I’ll cook what you like. Don’t leave before the dinner.” 

 

Nikita hvbybgv ad nothing to do, so she agreed. 

 

Lauren went to the kitchen to cook. 

 

Malcom was surprised by Nikita’s visit, and he looked up at her, asking, “What’s the matter?” 

 

After all, Nikita rarely took the initiative to visit him. 

 

So Malcom thought she came for an important purpose. 

 

Nikita looked at him. “I can’t come for I want?” 

 

“Of course not.” He sipped his tea and answered slowly. “You won’t show up if there is no important 

thing.” 

 



She also sipped the tea. “I’m available, so I came to see you.” 

 

He was suspicious. “Really? Nothing else?” 

 

Nikita: “Really.” 

 

Then he believed her, without asking more. 

 

“Please reach out your hand, and I’ll feel your pulse.” She signaled him by raising her chin. 

 

He put down his teacup and stretched out one hand. 

 

Nikita was his special doctor. 

 

Although the apartment also arranged a family doctor for him, he does not allow that doctor to 

diagnose him. 

 

After all, nobody is better than Nikita with regard to medical skills. 

Chapter 1478-She was trapped by this old man. 

 

Malcom once told her this matter before. 

 

So when he mentioned this again, Nikita was not surprised and replied gently. “Do as you want.” 

 

She was not reluctant to take over the Evan School at the beginning. 

 

She is afraid of being fettered by someone or something. She is unruly, disliking controlling others and 

being controlled by 

 



others. 

 

Taking over the Evan School meant another responsibility. 

 

Although Malcom once said she did not have to stay at the Evan School all the time and could go 

wherever she wanted, 

 

but she did not believe him at all. 

 

She is clear about that. 

 

Once she officially took over it and became its head, she would not be free, unless she completely 

discarded all 

 

responsibilities in the school. 

 

But Malcom was not healthy as before. 

 

Although he was quite well at present, he needed more rest. If he continued to control the Evan School, 

he would be more 

 

exhausted. 

 

If so, he may fall sick again. 

 

So finally she promised him. 

 

This old man is a good guy. Nikita wished that he could live as long as possible. 

 



Getting her consent, he smiled in a good mood, saying, “Today’s the day. I got this date on the calendar 

days ago.” 

 

“Why don’t we hold the ritual of power transfer today?” 

 

Nikita: “…” 

 

Why does she feel she fell in his trap? 

 

He had so many words before, just waiting for the moment she nodded. 

 

“It happens that my disciples are available. I’ll inform them.” 

 

He seemed to be afraid that she will go back on her words. He immediately picked up his mobile phone 

and dialed the 

 

phone number of one of his disciples. 

 

Nikita: “… 

 

He is not afraid that she betrayed her words. 

 

He knows her. Although she is unruly, she absolutely keeps her words. If she promises to do, she will 

definitely do it. 

 

He is afraid that if he does not grab this chance, it is not easy for him to catch her next time. 

 

Nikita liked traveling over the world. After she leaves today, she may run to the other side of the world. 

 

She may do so. 



 

Therefore, he chose to finish the ritual today, giving no time for Nikita to hesitate. Before she reacts, he 

needs to make this 

 

thing a reality. 

Chapter 1479-Malcom is biased. 

 

“Rosa, come to my house. I have something to tell you and your brothers.’ After a concise notice, 

Malcom hung up the 

 

call. 

 

Rosa’s master called her, so she did not dare to neglect. 

 

She rushed over at once. 

 

But along the way, she was not very calm. 

 

Malcom called him in person, asked them to rush over, and said he had something to tell them. 

 

It must be related to the power transfer of the Evan School. 

 

Besides, Malcom once said he wanted Nikita to take over it. 

 

Does… 

 

Does he really make a decision on this thing? 

 

Is he really going to pass the Evan School onto Nikita? 



 

Thinking of this possibility, Rosa’s face suddenly became livid. 

 

She can absolutely not accept that Nikita becomes his head. 

 

She can accept everyone except Nikita to be the head. 

 

Malcom is biased. 

 

If he chooses the successor according to skills and capabilities, Nikita is not qualified at all. She just can 

write a few 

 

songs. Even if those songs are written well, that is not enough. 

 

Being the head of the Evan School not only needs to not only become excellent in related fields but also 

obtain the 

 

recognition of most people. Writing songs is not enough. 

 

Nikita can’t achieve either of them. 

 

In terms of achievements, she is more excellent than Nikita. At least, she once got international awards 

and was famous. 

 

Master chose Nikita instead of her. 

 

She is unconvinced. She is unconvinced! 

 

She will never agree to Nikita’s takeover of the Evan School. 

 



Rosa clenched her fist and bit her lips, her resentment surging from her eyes again. 

 

She can’t stay together with Nikita in the Evan School. With her, Nikita is not allowed to stay in it. 

 

When the car arrived at the villa, the driver opened the car door for Rosa and retreated to the side 

respectfully. 

 

When Rosa got off the car, others also reached. 

 

Moments later… 

 

People in cars got off the cars. 

 

“Brother…” 

 

Rosa walked toward them and greeted them respectively. 

 

“Rosa, did Master call you too?” The head of the group in his forties was the eldest disciple of Malcom. 

Seeing Rosa 

 

come, they also had guesses in their hearts. 

 

Malcom called them all to come, which meant something important. 

Chapter 1480-0 I oppose it! 

 

Lauren prepared afternoon tea. 

 

Nikita was played chess with Malcom in the living room. 

 



They have played for three times. Nikita won twice and lost once. 

 

She did not really lose but intentionally made a concession, lest Malcom be angry to fall sick again, so 

she skillfully lost to 

 

him. 

 

Halfway through the fourth time, a maid who took care of his diet and daily life came in. “Mr. Evan, 

they’re coming.” 

 

As soon as she reported, several disciples entered the hall. 

 

Rosa walked in with them. 

 

See Nikita sitting in the living room and playing chess with Malcom, though she has already guessed that 

Nikita may be 

 

here, her face still turned livid. 

 

“Master…” 

 

Other disciples also saw Nikita. They once met with her before, so they knew her. 

 

See her stay here, they basically confirmed their guess that Malcom called them to determine the head 

of the Evan 

 

School. 

 

“Miss Swift: Although they were dissatisfied with her, they still greeted her politely. 

 



Rosa only greeted Malcom and Lauren, ignoring Nikita. 

 

Nikita naturally also does not care. 

 

She took the pawns away, nodded at the disciples who greeted her, ignoring Rosa, and sipped the tea 

after picking up it 

 

from the table. 

 

Malcom also collected pawns, sipped the tea slowly and looked up at his disciples, saying slowly, “Now 

that you’re here, 

 

I’ll announce one thing.” 

 

“I think you should have guessed what I will announce next, for I told you once before. Now I’ll officially 

announce the 

 

decision.” 

 

Rosa clenched her fist, her face tight. 

 

“I’m old, and I’m not well. The doctor told me that I need to rest well in the future, and I shouldn’t worry 

too much. 

 

Therefore, I decided to officially hand over the Evan School to Nikita Swift. In the future, she will be the 

new head of it.” 

 

After he said, he winked at Lauren. 

 

She got his hint and turned to the study. 



 

In a few minutes. 

 

She came out with a scarlet wooden box. 

 

It was square and small, but it looked very weighty. 

 

“Malcom, here you are.’ She handed the box to Malcom. 

 

He received it and opened it in front of them. 

 

Inside it was a jade seal. Everyone taking over the Evan School will be granted with this seal which was 

only kept by the 

 

head and represented the highest power of this school. 

 

“Nikita, after receiving this seal, you will officially become the head of the Evan School.” 

 

As Malcom said, he handed the box to Nikita. 

 

After thinking for a while, Nikita stood up and reach out to accept it. 

 

Shed thought it was not suitable to take it when still sitting, and she should show a respected attitude. 

 

When she received it, an unconvinced voice came behind her. “As a member of the Evan School, I 

oppose Nikita to be 

 

the new head of it.” 

 



“Master, you are biased!” 

 

“Nikita is not qualified to be the head at all. You push her up. 

 

Nobody among us will be convinced by her and her position.” 

 

Who showed the opposition was Rosa. 

 


